Evolution of the Animal Welfare Movement
Meeting the Needs of Rapidly Changing Communities
An Ongoing National and International Conversation
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Achieving Balance

How do we support fruitful collaboration between those that have an overabundance versus under-abundance of (and cats to a lesser degree?)
Survey - Four Issues Today

Building on Success
What are the major factors (legislation, TNR, S/N, transport, collaboration, affordable veterinary care, etc.) that have made us successful, that we want to ensure we continue?
Survey - Four Issues Today

Addressing Challenges
How do we continue to sustain with the dramatic increase in difficult to place animals (aggressive, too many of one breed, emotional or medical issues, etc.), and issues regarding those animals plus the cost per animal impact it has on the community
Survey - Four Issues Today

Staying Relevant
Rather than or in addition to adoption, what will be our primary focus of animal welfare and animal care & control in 10 years and how do we stay relevant in our communities?
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